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	Telephone home: 
	Mobile: 97 18 33 82
	Supervisor: Geir Moe
	DepartmentUnit_2: BAT / Marin byggteknikk
	Status report and selfassessment of progress in accordance with the PhD plan and contract: I have spent much effort studying for courses and reading literature about offshore wind turbines and offshore foundations. I have determined several potential research areas and have looked into a few of them. I spent several weeks working on a computer model that will hopefully be used for a journal paper on the effects of scour around suction caissons. I have also begun looking at the problem more generally, such as the size, depth, weight limit for various offshore foundation types. I plan to thoroughly investigate this subject and eventually publish the results in a journal paper. In addition to literature research, I have been reading through some finite element codes to get a better understanding of the subject. I have also very recently been working on setting up a database for research for the entire wind energy group. If the database is set up correctly, all of the articles and proceedings discovered by any member of the group will be located in one neatly organized location. I am taking two PhD level courses this semester, one on wind turbine design, and another on non-linear finite elements. I believe that both are very relevant to my research area. Finally, I have begun learning Norwegian, and although it is not completely necessary for my project, I think it will be very helpful nonetheless. 
	Courses planned and when 1: 
	Courses planned and when 2: BA8607 Wind turbine design, vår 2010
	Courses planned and when 3: KT8215 Non-linear finite element analysis, vår 2010
	Courses planned and when 4: 
	Courses planned and when 5: 
	Completion date in PhD plan yearsem: 2012 / summer                                        
	Nonconformance in relation to approved organized training plan: I will be taking a resit exam in the course TBA4275 Dynamic response on 25 February.                   
	Cause of nonconformance: I did not receive a grade of B or better on the first exam.           
	Work duties performed or other agreed tasks Type: Organize group lunch meetings                                                               
	No of hours: 1 hr./wk.                 
	Type of funding for the remainder of the PhD education programme: Stipend
	Name of funding institution: NOWITECH
	Period that funding is applicable for: 3 years
	Are you working on your PhD fulltime Yes  No    If no indicate the duration time for PhD study in percentage and a short explanation of why you are parttime: 
	Is the cooperation with your supervisor satisfactory Yes    No    If no why not: Yes.
	Other matters that you would like to report  problems suggestions etc: I think that it would be helpful to assign new PhD students from outside of Norway with an experienced Norwegian PhD student to show them how to register for classes, send in the proper forms, etc. I had a rather difficult time at first finding my way around the system, and although I have figured everything out by now, the process could have been made much smoother. 
	Planned Completion: 2012 / summer
	Courses passed: KT8305 Continuum Mechanics                                                                      
	Candidate: Eric Robert Van Buren
	DepartmentUnit: BAT / Marin byggteknikk
	Home address: Dronningens gate 66, 7012 Trondheim
	Email: eric.vanburen@ntnu.no
	Check Box3: Yes
	Check Box4: Yes
	Telephone work: 97795


